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DESCRIPTION
In IMPROV FOR IMPACT you experience Profit, Play & Personal
Growth, guiding you to see even more success in your environments.
You gain immediate benefits of affective communication,
collaborative attitudes and distinct leadership. This is joyfully
achieved by discovering and understanding the
hidden habits that are drastically sabotaging
success and how to easily eliminate them.
You immediately gain
access to simple
actionable steps that
elevate your companies
moral, teamwork, critical
thinking, responsibility, trust
motivation and so much more
to generate an increasingly
successful business environment.

“Laughter is a great
connector, mood
enhancer and health
stimulator. Laugh all the
way to the Bank in a
positive way with Improv.”
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LEARN HOW...
You can be achieving all your goals, profit
targets and personnel confidence with increased
fun daily. With memorable systems, processes
and exercises we teach you or your company to
identify hidden patterns that are holding them
back. Getting things done quicker, better and

“Your most powerful Ally
or Enemy is your brain;
Improv reveals how to
have your brain on your
side”

happier with leveraging the power of behavioral
science and full learning modalities, transforming
the work environment into a creative space of
dynamic innovation and personal responsibility.
This is a powerful system for you to get even
more of what you want from your business,
relationships and even personal life.
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UNCOVER IN THESE PAGES...
How to enjoy getting even more of what you truly want!
•

Distinct insights for Leaders, Sales People and Customer Service

•

Feel what it’s like to be truly seen and heard effectively.

•

Systems that stimulate Creativity, Imagination, Focus & Productivity

•

Reveal where you are making profit harder than it needs to be.

•

Discover “sabotaging ninja” thoughts and habits reducing success.

•

Align and harmonize greater trust and sales abilities, turning objections into acceptance

•

Get a handle on problem solving and conflict resolution processes that instantly create positive
change

•

Become more productive with purpose, support and collaboration.

•

Tap into your effective leadership and experience sound team building, problem solving and
critical application.

•

Reduce absenteeism and increase employee retention. Say goodbye to “sick days”

•

Instantly benefit from simple actionable steps.

•

Stand out without standing alone.

•

Tap into your hidden buried treasures of the deep blue C
•

Cognitive Processing

•

Critical Thinking

•

Communication

•

Confidence

•

Connection

•

Creativity

•

Charisma

•

Clarity

•

C … the difference!

“There is a big difference
between ‘listening’ and
‘hearing’, between
‘talking to’, and ‘talking
at’— communication
is a cornerstone to any
success. When you talk,
you reveal, when you
listen, you learn.”
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THE AUTHOR
Author, Speaker, Corporate Trainer Jamie is
an Australian, born from a small country town
in the hills just back from the ocean, in the
foothills below Mt Warning an ancient volcanic
core. At age 18 he died from a freak accident,
returning from coma to life Jamie observed

“Improv is exercising your
brain, like Meditation
is relaxing your brain!
You benefit from daily
exercise!”

human behavior from a new perspective and
went on a personal discovery around the world
of what makes us do what we do, and why. While
professionally becoming an entertainer, an
international stunt actor and instructor working
in many countries creating shows and training
for Universal Studios, Warner Bros Movie World,
White Knight Productions, Gold Coast Screen
Academy and many others. Jamie had the
opportunity to engage in developing his natural
ability of improvisation skills, while experiencing
many different cultures, beliefs and personal
development programs. Seeing the positive
power of personal thoughts and laughter for
groups, companies and individuals, led Jamie
to combining the power of Fun and Personal
Development with Improv for Impact. Jamie who
regularly emcees large events is seen as a top
customer engagement expert, communication
and mindset specialists and shares insights to his
audiences for their immediate success.

IMPROVforIMPACT.com
improv@jamiehoney.com
360 970 5481

